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required peculiarly wide and deep scientific knowledge. Yet he
had left school at 12, and at 14 had been apprenticed in a Sunder-
land druggist's shop; and it was as partner in a similar business
in Newcastle that he embarked on his career of discovery. To
the high technical accomplishment and wide intellectual culture
which he eventually won, no educational institution contributed
anything.
One of the anomalies of the Victorian age in England is that,
while it abounded in great literature (including poetry, history,
oratory, essays, religious works, scientific exposition, novels, in-
deed nearly every type except stage drama), it was in the arts of
everyday life remarkably unsuccessful. Architecture, decora-
tion, furniture, and the allied art of costume touched between
1860 and 1880 a sort of nadir* The period was bad for them
everywhere in western Europe, but worst in England; and it is
the memory of this visible ugliness, perpetuated in so many
monuments of the age's wealth and generosity, which more than
anything else has since damned the Victorians. Had their art
been merely starved or unenterprising, it might have been less
disapproved. But instead it was costly, flashy, pretentious, in-
sincere, preferring new ways (or archaisms) which nearly always
proved ugly.
It is common to regard this as evidence of defects in the Vic-
torian soul; and to some extent it may be. But the simpler, and
possibly even complete, explanation seems a more material one.
The amazing progress ia technology, which England achieved
during the two middle quarters of the nineteenth century, revo-
lutionized the basis of all the arts which produce material objects,
Take, for example, building. In the main it is ruled, and always
must be, by the law of cheapness; it has to aim—on the average
and consistently with the standards of accommodation and per-
manence required—at keeping the cost of a structure as low as
possible per cubic foot. Before the invention of railways this was
achieved by using materials obtained on the spot—local varieties
of stone and slate in the areas with quarries, local bricks and tiles
in the brick-field districts, with other domestic variants such as
thatch for roofs, and timber, wattle-and-daub, or cob for walls*
These local materials always harmonized with each other and
with the landscape; and since the same tilings had been used in
the same places for a great many generations, codes of sound

